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TEDTalks/TED.com, 44, 94
thank you cards, 52, 53, 58–59
thinking
depth thinking, 75–76, 109, 183, 187
Directed Thinking, 180
identifying with to-do lists, 83
personal social networks, effect on, 79–80, 93–94
self-efficacy and changing, 79–80, 85–86
self-talk and, 54, 78–79, 81–83
ways of thinking, reasons for, 73
without acting, 75
See also mind-sets; self-efficacy
“think time,” 39, 51–52, 63–64, 72, 210
thought awareness prompts, 84
thought trails, managing, 79–80, 84
time
as limited resources to manage, 21–22
maximizing, 117–118
objectifying to manage, 22
tracking, 110–113, 120–122
value of, 50
“time aware” questions, 117–118
time blocks
alone time, scheduling, 39, 63–64, 72, 183, 210
15-minute time blocks, 2, 15, 21, 22, 47–55, 65–66, 121, 122, 228
hours per week, 21–22, 193
limited resources, focus on and, 22–23
minutes per day, 49–51, 55, 117
for workspace organization, 67
timeliness
arrival times for meetings, 51–54
showing up as key to success, 146–147, 229
time management
difficulties for people in, 54
focus and, 54, 63–64, 185–186
improving, 61–65
limited resources and productivity, 21–22
productivity and, 19–20
taking on too much and, 71, 77, 132–138
“Time Management for Teachers” seminar, 133
time management improvement exercises
500 things needing attention exercise, 75–77, 79
mobile device management, 39–40
morning routine inventories exercise, 36–37
My Time Each Day time-budgeting exercise, 50–51
review what you do by 10:00 AM, 36–37, 116–117
20 to 30 15-minute things to do, 55, 228
waiting time, things to do in 15-minutes blocks of, 55, 228
Your Time Management Profile, 61–62
time management improvement strategies
ABR (Always Be Ready), 54–55, 63
alone time, scheduling, 39, 63–64, 72, 183, 210
completion of small things early in day, 63
debrief success, 63, 64

decide to focus, 63–64
e-mail/voicemail, managing, 43–45, 55, 59

interruptions of others, minimizing, 63

knowing what to do and not to do, 33, 113–114

meeting arrival times, 51–52, 54

meeting start times, 61

1 percent of day, effective use of, 49, 51–55, 228

practice on small things and, 210–211

prioritizing process, improving, 134–135

resetting your pace, 35–36

saying no, 211–213

small things to big things, performance strategy, 210–216

time needed for, 61

timers used for, 22, 23, 39, 121, 217–218

tracking, 110–113, 120–122

for tracking limited resources, 120–125

waiting time/extra time, effective use of, 52–55, 59, 65–66

See also pacing

Time Management Profiles

idea, origin of, 56–57

Womack's personal profile, 56–61

Your Time Management Profile, 61–62

Timers, using

for focus improvement, 22, 23, 39, 217–218

for time management, 121, 217–218

Time Tracking Sheet samples, 122

time-wasting activities, 38, 67

to-do lists

500 things needing attention exercise, 75–77, 79

reviewing for noun and verb working styles, 14–15

reviewing to choose focus, 79–80

reviewing/writing to identify thinking, 83

“stop-doing” lists, 72, 151

20 to 30 15-minute things to do, 55, 228

tools and systems

ABR (Always Be Ready), 54–55, 63

inventories of, 41–45

as limited resources to manage, 20–21, 22

maximizing, 117, 119–120

productivity and, 19–20

tracking, 125

use of and pacing, 35

workspace organization, 67–68, 168

Tools Tracking Sheet samples, 125

tracking

action routines, observing for, 127–128

change making and, 110–113

deciding what to track exercise, 127–128

defining exercises, 127–128

failures and attempts, 127

feedback experiences, 177–178

focus, 110–113, 124

interruptions and distractions, 109–110, 192–194
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- search aggregators for, 40–41, 197
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- voicemail, managing, 43–45, 55, 59
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- “Why I do what I do” statement, 129–130

- Wilde, Kevin, 173
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- Womack, Jason
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  - Jason Womack Company, start of, 6–8
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  - Time Management Profile of, 56–61
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